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Abstract- Motion analysis for moving object from 

UAV aerial images is still an unsolved issue in 

computer vision research field due to fast abrupt 

motion of object and UA V, low resolution, noisy 

imagery, cluttered background, low contrast and 

small target size. The main reason for the inability 

to handle motion is the weakness of existing 

approaches for moving object detection. This paper 

presents critical analysis of the various methods 

used for motion analysis which states lack of 

relevancy with motion analysis along with some 

unsolved problems need to be solved for optimum 

performance of moving objects detection from UA V 

aerial images. The overall reviews proposed in this 

paper have been extensively studied in various 

research papers which can significantly contribute 

to computer vision research and can be potential 

for future development and direction for future 

research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Motion analysis is the process that constructs a description 
of image by determination and measurement of image 
differences in terms of the two dimensional vector field 
initiated by the displacement and change of shape of the 
objects in the scene. Motion analysis from aerial images 
especially for moving has been analyzed in the previous 
literature from several perspectives i.e. Huang and Tsai [1] 
presents motion analysis in terms of three approaches, the 
Fourier method, Marching and differentials while Nagel [2] 
reviews extensive literature under the applications point of 
view rather than methodology. Most recently Aggarwal and 
Nandhakumar [3] present review of motion analysis based on 
regaining 3-D structure shape of objects. This paper presents 
review based on the classification of existing recent literatures 
according to their methodology in a slightly different way to 
that of Huang and Tsai [1]. The aim of the proposed critical 
review is to facilitate the future development of adaptive 
motion model which can influence the overall detection 
performance. 
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Proper estimation of motion needs to be initialized which 
can be a remedy of facing multifactor influence overall 
detection performance in computer vision research field. 
Researchers divided current challenges into six categories 
which are referred as Uncertainty Constraint Factors in terms 
of detecting moving object from UA V aerial images [59]. Six 
categories are environment i.e. rural or clutter, object type i.e. 
2D or 3D, illumination i.e. fixed or non-fixed brightness, 
camera i.e. static or moving camera, complexity i.e. low or 
high complexity. Images with relative environment is an 
important factor for detecting moving object. Shuqun (2005) 
considered only clutter environment while in [24][29], the 
authors considered dynamic background, in [15][23][25], the 
authors considered both clutter and rural environment along 
with dynamic and static environment. Due to lack of ability of 
classifying different objects in the same scene their proposed 
method did not give a good result in the real time scene. 

Some researchers in [14][22][24][28] worked only on even 
brightness changes which were unrealistic as real time scene 
cannot be always even while in [15][20][23][29],researchers 
worked on uneven illumination changes to detect object. Due 
to constraint of combining even and uneven illumination or 
brightness changes, their method unrealistic. Finally [8][16] 
proposed their methods for moving object detection with the 
combination of both even and uneven condition. Due to 
inability to detect multiple objects in the same scene, their 
proposed method did not work well. Regarding object type, 
[22] used static object for their proposed method. While in 
[14], the authors used man maid object while they rejected 
most of the object background image for input aerial images 
which was unrealistic. Their proposed method for the airborne 
images results in a high recognition rate only for fixed 
vibration and fixed illumination changes. Previous research in 
[16][20][28][29] used static threshold selection for their 
proposed method which could not give reliable result. Overall 
work on the specific detection of vehicles or human, 
encompassing both static and dynamic objects within UA V 
image gallery is limited. To handle noise free images is one of 
the main challenges while static camera is appropriate for 
detecting moving object with fixed or unfixed illumination 
changes. Previous research in [8][16] used static camera for 
respective object detection , their proposed method gave good 
result for rural environment object, not for clutter 
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environment. Besides research in [15][20] used moving 
camera attached with moving platform while in [22][24],the 
authors used static camera and moving camera together. Their 
approach worked well for pure plane approximation, but did 
not work well for uneven plane. 

As moving object detection is involved with moving UA V 
attached with camera, so detection of motion for both moving 
object and moving camera along with UA V is the key issue 
for optimum performance of moving object detection. For this 
reason, this paper considers motion analysis can be the most 
effective factor which can affect other factors also for 
performance measurement. Proper motion parameters 
estimation for both moving object and camera motion along 
with UA V vehicle motion can be a good bridge to solve other 
issues. This paper presents review of existing methods stating 
the relevancy of motion analysis which can extends the 
research field of computer vision for moving object detection 
from UA V aerial images in terms of discovering appropriate 
methods for motion analysis. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For accurate detection, motion must be accurately detected 
using suitable methods which are affected by a number of 
practical problems such as motion change over time, unfixed 
direction of moving object.Object motion along with camera 
motion contains panning, tilting, rotation, airborne platform 
and different heights results in different sizes of target objects 
[1].Through the modelling of motion, detection task becomes 
easy and thus also can handle noise. All these issues initiate 
the improvement existing feature extraction techniques as 
aerial images need to be captured from various altitude levels. 

A. Various Features: 

This research identified the following features based on 
the previous research for moving object detection shown in 
figure 1. 

Figure l. Features used for analysis on previous research. 

Previous research in [1], [6], [9], [10], [11], [14], [15], [22] 
worked on color to detect moving object from UA V aerial 
images. Due to inability to detect same color moving object 

separately their research did not give the expected results. 
Research in [7], [14], [17], [IS], [20], [25], [26] used corner 
features where most of scenarios depend on lightening 
condition. Finally research in [1], [5], [10], [11], [17], [22], 
[25], [27] used edge features for moving object detection. 
Most of their approach engaged to concentrate only on 
detection rate not in reducing complexity. 

Indeed, detection of motion and detection of object are 
coupled. If proper motion detection is done, detection of 
moving object from UA V aerial image becomes easier. Very 
few research concentrates on adaptive robust handling of 
noise and unfixed motion change as well as unfixed 
moving object direction. For that reason an adaptive and 
dynamic motion analysis framework is needed for better 
detection of moving object from UA V aerial images where 
overall motion analysis reduces dependency on parameter. In 
other words, detection of motion indicates detection of motion 
pixels from frames which can be described as some function 
of the image pixel intensity. Pixel intensity is nothing but the 
pixel color value. Moments are described with respect to their 
power as in raised-to-the-power in Mathematics. Very few 
previous researches used image moments to presents 
motion analysis as indicated in figure 1. Thus this paper 
proposes to use image moments before segmenting individual 
objects and use motion pattern in turn to facilitate the 
detection in each frame. 

B. Methods 

To establish motion model is difficult for most of the time 
due to some real time multi-factors [21] [42] [59]. Considering 
of dithering and influencing factor, a fixed threshold value is a 
crucial factor to make sure the compensation which is valuable 
to latter object detection [27] [3S] [39] [43].Previous research 
had been done to overcome these multi factors using different 
approaches, i.e. Lagrangian particle dynamics approach is 
used to segment high density crowd flows and further track 
each marked objects [24]. Clustering based approach is 
proposed to segment and represent the dense motion flow in 
crowded scenes [24] [3S] [69]. These two methods apply pre
filtering or free clustering steps. As the scene may contain 
different motion patterns at one location within a period of 
time i.e. road intersection , averaging or filtering before 
knowing the local structure of motion patterns may destroy 
such structure. In Figure 2, four existing approaches for 
motion analysis are shown which have been proposed to 
improve motion detection on frame-by-frame and pixel by 
pixel basis. i.e. (a) Global illumination compensation approach 
works on brightness or illumination changes. Due to depend 
on brightness, in real world this research does not progress so 
far. (b) In parallax filtering approach, a scene that contains 
strong parallax is still difficult for existing methods to achieve 
good segmentation results [24].( c) In contextual information 
approach, contextual information has been applied to improve 
detection of moving object from UA V aerial images [24, 
33].This method assumes low level motion detection. The 
errors in low level motion segmentation under strong parallax 
situation are not considered in this method. (d) For long term 
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motion pattern analysis [24] approach , there is scope to use 
context information to improve both low level motion 
segmentation and high level reacquisition even when there is 
only one single object in the scene [24]. 
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Figure 2. Existing approaches for motion based object 
detection. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison table for compatibility of 
different approach for motion based moving object detection 
research from UA V aerial images. In Table I, low level 
motion indicates motion without parallax; high level motion 
indicates motion with parallax. Among these 4-types, first 
three are not distinctive property for moving object because of 
environmental condition for the first types, a lot of parameter 
calculation for the second and third type increases 
computation complexity. Long term motion pattern analysis 
for moving object detection from UA V aerial images can be 
used where not much attention has been paid before. The most 
common problem of motion based moving object detection is 
the dependency on lot of parameters which increase 
computational complexity. None of the existing literature 
concentrates on decreasing parameter dependency which can 
be a future hot research for motion based moving object 
detection from UA V aerial images. Thus this paper proposes 
to analyze motion pattern over a long time period before 
segmenting individual objects and use motion pattern in turn 
to facilitate the detection in each frame which will initiates the 
development of adaptive motion analysis framework for better 
detection of moving object from UAV aerial images to reduce 
dependency on parameter. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of parameters for various motion 
analysis approaches. 

III. EXPERIMENT 

This paper states performance measurements into two 
categories for overall object detection from UA V aerial images 
to ensure reliability of the research i.e. A. Mathematical 
Performance Metric (MPM), B. Robust Performance Metric 
(RPM). MPM contains mathematical parameters, i.e. true 
positive, false positive, false negative, precision rate, detection 
rate or recall rate, false alarm rate etc. True Positive or TP 
means detected regions that correspond to a moving object. 
False Positive or FP means detected regions that do not 
correspond to a moving object. If moving object cannot be 
detected then the performance metric named as False Negative 
or FN. Precision is the ratio between the number of correct 
matches and the number of testing query images defined as PR, 
while false alarm rate is the ratio between false positive and 
true positive matches defined as FAR. Finally detection rate is 
defined as DR indicates the ratio of true positive with the 
combination of true positive and false negative shown in figure 
4 . .--_______________ --, 

DR= 
TP 

TP+FN 
r----'\. FAR = FP 

L--...y' TP + FP 
��--� �---------� 

TP 
PR= --

TP+FP 

Figure 4. Various mathematical performance metrics. 

RPM is used to measure accuracy of moving object 
detection from UA V aerial image in different environmental 
condition shown in Figure 5. Environment complexity based 
experimentation indicates experiment in rural or clutter area 
within varying rural or industrial settings [15][26].Detection 
of multiple objects in same scene or in different scene 
involves detection of same or different object in different 

environmental situation [26][31][47][51][57][59][63][65][67]. 
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Detection on different size of objects indicates evaluating 
detection performance based on different dimensional images 
especially for low resolution UA V aerial images [1] 
[17][21][25][29][38][43][49]. 

Environment 
complexity 

I 

( Robustness J 
Detection of Detection on 

multiple objects different size of 
in same scene or object 
in different scene (dimension) 

Figure 5. Performance metrics for robustness measurement. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The primary purpose of this research is to review all the 
existing approaches of motion analysis of moving object 
detection from UA V aerial images in order to gain optimum 
detection performance. From the critical review demonstrated 
by this paper , it can be stated that existing motion analysis 
based moving object detection from UA V aerial images 
depends on lot of parameters which effects loss of detection 
performance and increase computational complexity. 
Meanwhile, existing feature extraction techniques are not 
appropriate most of the times as aerial images are needed to be 
captured from different altitudes. This opposite relationship 
makes the detection task more difficult. For ensuring 
reliability and robustness to demonstrate motion based moving 
object detection research, this paper presents Mathematical 
Performance Metric (MPM) and Robustness Performance 
Metric (RPM).Judging from the previous research in computer 
vision field, it is certain that new motion analysis approach 
needs to facilitate to ensure robust handling of motion as 
translation invariant, scale invariant and rotationally invariant. 
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